Abstract-This paper mainly gives an efficient consistency algorithm for solving tigher solution space of Temporal Constraint Optimization Problem (TCOP), and it is a variation of Path Constraint (PC) that is widely used in the domain of Constraint Satisfaction Problem (CPS). The algorithm can find out the feasible solutions and eliminate some non-feasible solutions, and it can improve the efficiency of solving TCOP. The validity and convergence of the algorithm are both proved by mathematical reasoning.
I. INTRODUCTION
Temporal Constraint Optimization Problem(TCOP) is quite widely used in the problems such as time cooperation based combat projects optimization. So how to improve the effectiveness of TCOP optimizing computing is a significant research task. How to improve the efficiency of TCOP Optimization computing is a problem needed to solve. TCOP problem has two aspects：one is to make sure if TCOP has any feasible solutions,the other is to search the optimization solution of TCOP.This paper is aim to get a feasible solution from knowing any value of a variable, through compressing the solution space of TCOP. Thus this method can efficiently solve the first aspect problem, at the same time, it can quickly get feasible solutions of TCOP, improving the searching efficiency of optimization computing in the second aspect problem.
Temporal Constraint information in TCOP can be equally expressed as Temporal Constraint Satisfaction Problem(TCSP). TCSP is a common theoretic framework dealing with temporal constraint raised by Dechter and others in 1991 [5] , and TCOP can be seen as problem expansion of TCSP after introducing aim function. Thereinto the TCSP that only include single temporal constraint is called Simple Temporal Problems (STP), and STP is a kind of TCSP widely studied and applied [6] [7] . This paper mostly studies solving TCOP that can be expressed as STP. A classic STP can be described as the duality group below： STP =  X, C  X={x1,x2,…,xn} means the set of time variable, C means the set of all the constraint conditions. Constraint conditions contain unitary constraint and duality constraint. Unitary constraint is defined as li ≤ xi ≤ ui, expressing the value range of time variable; duality constraint is defined as lij ≤ xj−xi ≤ uij , expressing the value range of time delay. Suppose x0 ≡ 0, x0 is time origin. When introducing time origin, unitary constraint can be equally defined as duality constraint li ≤ xj−x0 ≤ ui. Thus all the constraint conditions in STP can be expressed as duality constraint.
If there is a group T = (τ1, τ2 ,…,τn), when the values of time variables are x1 = τ1,, x2 = τ2,,…, xn = τn, it can satisfy all the constraint conditions in STP, then group T is called a set of feasible solutions of STP.
So TCOP in this paper can be expressed as TCOP =  X, C, f , thereinto f means the optimized target of TCOP.
Sample Temporal Network (STN) is a efficient method to describe and infer systems with temporal knowledge and temporal constraint, STN puts the idea of solving problems used in Chart Theroy into solving Temporal Constraint Satisfaction Problems, abroad used in checking and clearing up time conflict [8] . The peak of STN means time variable, and the border between the peaks means restriction relation between time variables. In this paper, firstly, we establish STN model of temporal constraint, then based on STN, Path Consistency(PC) in constraint satisfaction problem [9] [10] ， presenting the method of solution space contraction of TCOP, and the validity and convergence of the method are both proved by mathematical reasoning, at last, through a test application, this method is validated that it can efficiently improve the efficiency of optimization computing. 
II. THE DUAL TEMPORAL CONSTRAINT NETWORK EXPRESS
V is node concourse,any node vi one by one maps temporal variable xi,especially v0 maps time origin x0; E and W express direction border and weight set, any constraint qualification of STP: lij ≤ xj−xi ≤ uij, corresponding two direction borders eij from node vi to node vj and eji from node vj to node vi in set E, let Definition 5: Suppose that in DTCN =  V, E, W  one of the gateways from node vs to node ve is pse=vsv1…vkve, one of the gateways from node ve to node vs is pes=vevk…v1vs, then we call pse and pes are opposite gateways about node vs and node ve. According to Definition 4, opposite gateways cannot but exist in pairs.
Definition 6: Suppose that in DTCN =  V, E, W  one of the gateways from node vs to node ve is pse=vsv1…vkve,suppose the weight of direction border es1 is Is1，the weight of eke is Ike，the weight of ei,i+1 is Ii,i+1,i=1,2,…,k−1.Period of time Ise=Is1⊕I12⊕…⊕Ike is called the distance of period of time of gateway pse. When node vs=ve, Ise is called the distance of period of time of loop pse.
Definition 7:Suppose that in DTCN =  V, E, W  there are m basic gateways from node vs to node ve, suppose that the distance of period of time in the ith basic acess is Ise,i, period of time Id,se=Ise,1⊗Ise,2⊗…⊗Ise,m is called the shortest distance of period of time from node vs to node ve.
III.METHOD OF COMPRSSING SOLUTION SPACE OF TCOP
For Temporal Constraint optimization problem TCOP =  X, C, f  compressing solution space,in fact it is to obtain a weighted direction figure DG =  V, E, W  which can satisfy the following two qualifications： Firstly,for any feasible solution of TCOP T = (τ1, τ2,…,τn)，and any direction border ei j of DG，satisfying τj−τi∈Iij，then period of time Iij is the weight of eij ;
Secondly,for any weight Iij of DG,if τ∈Iij,then there must exsit a group of feasible solutions of TCOP:T = (τ1, τ2,…,τn)，satisfying τj−τi =τ.
Weighted direction figure DG is called smallest temporal constraint network of TCOP, noted as minNet. Appraently minNet is a constrictive expressing model of feasible solution space in TCOP, deflate the value area of any weight in minNet, and it will necessarily lead the loss of feasible solutions of TCOP.
Theorem 1：In DTCN =  V, E, W  which is according to TCOP =  X, C, f , if there is a shortest distance of period of time from node vs to node ve that is Id,se=∅, then TCOP don't have feasible solutions.
Prove：Suppose that TCOP has a feasible solution T = (τ1, τ2,…,τn). Suppose that there are m basic gateways from node vs to node ve in DTCN, the ith basic gateway is pse,i=vsvi1vi2…vikve.
Suppose that xs=τs , xe=τe , xij=τij are feasible solutions segments according to nodes in pse,I; The weight according to es,i1 is Is,i1，the weight according to eik,e is Iik,e，and the weight according to eij,ji+1 is Iji,ji+1，j=1,2,…k−1.
Based on the definition of feasible solution, we can get:τi1−τs=Is,i1, τe−τik=Iik,e ,τij+1−τij=Iij,ij+1. Suppose that the distance of period of time according to pes,I is Ise,i =Is,i1⊕Ii1,i2⊕…⊕Iik,e, apparently τe−τs∈Ise,i.
For Id,se=Ise,1⊗Ise,2⊗…⊗Ise,m, τe−τs∈Id,se ， it is contrary to Id,se=∅, then supposed qualification is not true, the original proposition is true.
Deduction 1 ： In DTCN =  V, E, W  which is according to TCOP =  X, C, f , if there is a basic loop whose distance of period of time I that don't contain 0, i.e. 0∉I, then TCOP don't have feasible solutions.
Prove：Suppose any one basic gateway in DTCN is vs…vi…ve…vj…vs, accordingly, its distance of period of time is I, thereinto the distance of On the other hand, for any τ∈Id,ab, if τ∈Iz,ab, then apparently iff τ∈Iij,acb, Iij,acb is the distance of period of time of any nonbasic gateway Pij,acb=va…vi…vc…vj…vb in Pac×cb.
For va…vi…vc and vc…vj…vb are both basic gateways, there are at least a pair of same nodes vt on both sides of node vc, so as to Pij,acb=va…vi…vc…vj…vb, and vt…vc…vt is a basic loop. Let the distance of period of time of va…vt be Iat， the distance of period of time of vt…vc…vt be Itt，the distance of period of time of vt…vb be Itb, then the distance of period of time of va…vt…vb is Iatb=Iat⊕Itb. Thus Iij,acb=Iat⊕Itt⊕Itb=Iatb⊕Itt.
For TCOP has feasible solutions, based on deduction 1, 0∈Itt, any τ ∈Iatb, τ =τ+0∈Iatb ⊕Itt=Iij,acb. Iatb⊆Iij,acb.
If there is still some basic loops in va…vt…vb, then pick-up basic loops in turn, until basic gateway, then the basic gateway is apparently the basic gateway from node va to vb without node vc, the worst is the basic gateway vavb. Suppose this basic gateway is pk,ab，pk,ab∈Pab, and the distance of period of time of pk,ab is Ik,ab ， then apparently Ik,ab⊆Iij,acb.
For τ ∈Id,ab，τ ∈Ik,ab. For Ik,ab ⊆Iij,acb, τ ∈Iij,acb , Id,ab ⊆Iz,ab，and Prove：Firstly, we prove that qualification 1 is true. Suppose the feasible solution of TCOP is T = (τ1,τ2,…,τn), considering the weight of any direction border eij of DG: Id,ij, and there are m basic gateways from node vi to vj in DTCN, the kth basic gateway is pk=vivk1vk2…vklvj.
Suppose the feasible solutions segments according to the nodes in pk are ： xi=τi, xj=τj, xkt=τkt ； The weight according to ei,k1 is Ii,k1，the weight according to ekl,j is Ikl.j ， the weight according to ekt,kt+1 is Ikt,kt+1 ， t=1,2,…,l−1. Based on the definition of feasible solutions: τk1−τi=Ii,k1 ,τj−τkl=Ikl,j ,τkt+1−τkt=Ikt,kt+1 The distance of period of time of pk is: Iij,k=Ii,k1⊕Ik1,k2⊕…⊕Ikl,j, apparently τj−τi=Iij,k. For Id,ij=Iij,1⊗Iij,2⊗…⊗Iij,m, apparently τj−τi=Id,ij, qualification 1 is true.
Secondly, we prove that qualification 2 is true. Considering the weight of direction border e12 in DG: Id,12, suppose any τ∈Id,12, we prove that there is a group of feasible solutions of TCOP: T = (τ1, τ2,…,τn), satisfying τ2 −τ1 =τ. , Thus there is τ2 −τ1 =τ so that τ1∈Id,01 and τ2∈Id,02. Apparently when x1=τ1, x2=τ2,satisfying all the restrictions among the time varibles x0,x1,x2, x0≡0.
We expand x1=τ1, x2=τ2 into a feasible solution through mathematic induction:
When k=2, x1=τ1,…,xk=τk apparently satisfy τj−τi∈Id,ij, 0≤i≠j≤2.Suppose when k=m, m≥2, x1=τ1,…,xk=τk satisfy τj−τi∈Id,ij，0≤i ≠j≤m.
When k=m+1, suppose there is a node τv satisfying τv−τi∈Id,ik，0≤i ≤m. Let Id,ik= [lik, uik] , then τi + lik ≤ τv ≤τi + uik. . Thus the time node τv that satisfies τv −τi ∈Id,ik （ 0≤i≤m ） exsits, let τm+1 =τv ， then there are x1=τ1,…,xk=τk that satisfy τj−τi∈Id,ij, 0≤i ≠j ≤m+1.So when k=n, T = (τ1, τ2,…,τn) is a feasible solution of TCOP, and qualification 2 is true.
Based on theorem 2 , we know that as long as we can figure out the shortest distance of period of time among all the nodes in Dual Temporal Constraint Network: DTCN =  V, E, W , then we can obtain the minimum Temporal Constraint Network of TCOP. The table I below shows when we already know the value of some varibles, the Feasible Solutions Extend Arithmetic of TCOP.
If feasible extend arithmetic has validity and astringency, then we must assure the value of xk in the first step is not ∅ . Based on the provement of theorem 2,
must be true, so feasible extend arithmetic is apparently efficient, and it can efficiently produce the feasible solutions of TCOP. 
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Using restriction measure-changed method, the optimized solution through 12 times iteration is: t1=5, t2=10, t3=10, t4=15, t5=15.
Dual Temporal Constraint Network of TCOP is shown as below in Figure 1： Through computing the smallest distance of period of time among all the nodes in the Dual Temporal Constraint Network as shown in Figure 1 , we can get the smallest temporal constraint network of TCOP，its weight value is shown as Table II.   TABLE II. WEIGHT OF MINIMUM TEMPORAL CONSTRAINT NETWORK   V0  V1  V2  V3  V4  V5 From Table 2 we can find out that t3 = t1 + 5, t4 = t1 + 10, so TCOP above can predigest as below: 
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When t1=0, based on Feasible Solutions Extend Arithmetic, we can extend a original feasible solution： t1=0, t2=5, t3=5, t4=10, t5=10 Then using restriction measure-changed method, the optimized solution through 5 times iteration is： t1=5, t2=10, t3=10, t4=15, t5=15. Apparently through the solution space contraction method of TCOP, we can efficiently predigest the searching range of feasible solution space when we optimizedly solve TCOP, therefore improving the efficiency of TCOP solving.
If we add two temporal constraints in the TCOP above： 5 ≤ t3 −t2 ≤10, 0 ≤ t5 −t4 ≤5, then the according Dual Temporal Constraint Network is shown as Figure 2 :
From Figure 2 we can find that the period of time distance of basic loop P=V2V3V4V5V2 is I= [5, 10] 
